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EbayWonder4, strange offers of Ihagee/Exakta items found on eBay 
By Hugo Ruys 
 
Please note - this camera will not be shipped to Scotland and there are no refunds or returns on this 
camera from Scotland - no exceptions. 
[I wonder if “Edinburg UK” would go unnoticed. HR] 
 
You are bidding on a Thagee View finder for a 35mm Exta camera. 
[Do you mean the Exakta Compact or the Exa De Luxe? HR] 
 
ENNA MUNCHEN 85-205 F4 TELE-ZOOM This is an Enna Munchen Tele-Zoom 85 to 
250 mm 
[Growing while you watch. HR] 
 
THIS IS A GREAT EXATRA THAGEE DRESDEN EXATRA VX 2 A CAMERA 
[Seller has eye problems: the pictures are also very unsharp. HR] 
 
PrismenEinsatz für Exakta Varex IIc (oder andere ?) 
(Prism viewfinder for Exakta IIc (or others?)) 
[Definitely for others. HR] 
 

Exakta (IHAGEE Korex Dresden IIa) 
[Unusual koriation on the name. HR] 
 
A THAGEE EXA 35MM SLR, STAMPED ON BODY ,'INAGEE 
[How clever, to know that Inagee stands for Thagee. HR] 
 
Exa Camera  When I look through the veiwfinder, it appears grainy? 
[An unusual way to tell us there is a ground glass. HR] 
 
Kilfitt Macro Kilar E 1:28.8/4 cm lens for Exakta 

The lens is incredibly sharp 

[Not too incredible for a 1:28.8 lens. HR] 
 
EXA !!! "Erste Spiegelreflex Kamera der welt !!!!!!!!!! 
(Exa!!! World’s first reflex camera!!!!!!!!!!) 
[True if you believe the world was created in 1950. HR] 
 
(On a VP) 
twin reflex camera exakta dresden jhagee anast.lense 
[A historical discovery or a drunk seller. HR] 
 
Sonnenfilter (Sun filter) 
[Must be pitch black. Ah, a lens cover. HR] 
 
EXA 1b Semiprofessionelle Spiegelreflxkamera ! 
(semi-professional reflx camera) 
[I  believe digital cameras influence the brain of young people in a dangerous way. HR] 
 
CARL ZEISS JENA FLEKTIGON LENS  CARL ZEISS JENA FLEKTAGON 
[The choice is yours. HR] 
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THIS IS A SET OF 3 EXTENSION TUBES OR RINGS.. THE BOX SAYS EXACTA BUT IT 
DOES NOT HAVE A BAYONET MOUNT 
[What about the rings themselves? HR] 
 
Isco Gottinger Iscorama Ampomorphic lens 
[Absolutely unique of course, but for what? HR] 
 
A vintage Ihagee folding plate camera, label says - Ihagee Kamerawerk Steempergen & co. 
Camera Ihagee Kamerawerk Steffenberger & Co.Dresden. 
[Are we discovering a whole gang of illegal copiers before WWII? HR] 
 
Objektiv:Meyer-Goerlitz Nr.348422 IhageeAnastigmat Trioplaan 1:6,3 
f=13,5cm. Funftion unknown. 
[Funftion seems plaan enough to me. HR] 
 
Monucular Converter Aschi Pentax for Exakta 
[Aschi! (and watery eyes.) Gesundheit.  HR] 
 
EXAKTER - TIPS for Varex II a 
[This description should be exacter. HR] 
 
INTROUVABLE EXAKTA VAREX 3A NEUF DE 1956 800 Euro 
(very rare Exakta Varex 3A new from 1956 $ 1,000) 
[Absolutely introuvable. Very reasonable price for a 3A. HR] 
OBJECTIF CARL ZEISS ROLLEI EXAKTA XAREX 3A 
[Even more introuvable, if possible. HR] 
 
Exa Igagee Dresden 
[We haven’t seen Ihahee either. But I’m sure they will keep trying. HR] 
 

These 2 Lens are in nice Condition, Come in Original Boxes? 
[Question mark because seller couldn’t find the boxes; they are not shown in the pictures. HR] 

Marked Germany, 0/50 and Primotar 1:35/80. 
[Nameless len with infinite aperture, and a pinhole telephotos len. HR] 
 
ISCO OSCOMAR 100MM F4.5 PORTAIT LENS 
[Osci Isciram, whatever. HR] 
 
ENLARGER MADE BY IHAGEE KAMERAWERK, STEENGERGER'S CO 
[Endless possibilities to make fun of Steenbergen’s name. HR] 
 
pentex SP 1000 35mm camera   
Item location:  ship to US only 

[Seller has a score of more than 1400, but can’t read. Admirable accomplishment. HR] 
 
EXAKLA II IHAGEE DRESDEN 
[Not true, not True. I still think I own the only real Exakla in the world. HR] 
 
Exakta Everedy Case 
[Everreddy? Everedie? Evvereadie? Try again. HR] 
Exakta Camera Eveready Case 
[They DID try again. HR] 
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Exakat Vartex II a von Carl Zeiss Dresden 
[It makes me wonder if such a seller is capable of crossing a road safely. HR] 
 

Exakta Varex Thagee Dresdin 
The handbook that came with this has a copywrite of 1956 in it. 
[Try copywriting the city name again. HR] 
 
(On a flyer for Kine-Exakta II) 
KINE EXAKTA A4 FOLDED FLYER CIRCA 1943 
[Hitler introduced the Volkswagen, but also the Kine Exakta II? Or is this flyer from 1949? HR] 
 

Ball joint for Exa / Exakta from alu in little execution 
[Translated from German “small model”. HR] 
 
(On offer an Exa Ia) 
ALTE PRACTIKA KAMERA ;KARL ZEISS JENA TESSAR 
[Not Practika, not Praktica and not Karl. If you search for an Exa, you will never find this one. HR] 
 
EXA/EXAKTA SILVER FLASH SHOE 
Exa SILVER 35mm 
Exakta Varex VX Silver 
[Chrome turned into silver. The philosopher’s stone at work? Or knowledge drain? HR] 
 
(On a completely black Biotar) 

Biotar 2/58 Carl Zeiss Silver LENS f Exa/Exakta CAMERA 
[Well yes, old silver tends to blacken of course, but so badly? HR] 
 
3,3Mega Pickel Exaktra 
[Modern camera, old-fashioned blundering. HR] 
 
An IHAGEE Exacta V and the name "Thagee" on the removeable viewfinder 
[Ihagee Thagee. No bells ringing at all?] 
 
Ihagee plate camera  Thagee film holders with their original case & (d) two film pack backs, one 
made by Thagee of Dresden 
[Ihagee, Thagee, again, no bells ringing? HR] 
 
The lens is marked inside and is hard to see 
[Lenses are transparent of course, but not THAT transparent. Or are they? HR] 
Lens looks clear. 
[Lens looks very clear, even invisible! The front part is completely missing. HR] 
 
(on a Kine-Exakta body) 
It is missing the shutter and lens? 
[Shure about the shutter, not about the lens? HR] 
The leather case … is in good condition with the exception of missing the top piece. 
[Patient is in healthy condition with the exception of missing his head. HR] 
 
I am unsure of it's age but I bought from an auction and i paid £30 a few years ago.  
[How do we calculate the age from the price a few years ago? HR] 
It is in excellent condtion however unsure if it works as I have never tried. 
[How excellent is a camera that doesn’t work? HR] 
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ALTE PLATTENKAMERA 6x9 "ORGINAL GAUTHIER" MIT IHAGEE-ANASTIGMAT 
(Old plate camera 6x9 “Original Gauthier” with Ihagee Anastigmat.) 
[The mistake here is not very original. HR] 
 
(On an Ihagee Exakta) 
EHAGEE  EXACTA 
[Do we ever see Nicon, Kanon, Leika, Codak? HR] 
KONIKA - TC-X    NICON MACRO ZOOM 
[I must admit: we do. HR] 
 
This camera is ... marked "System Exa", "Rheinmetall" and the back of the finder is marked 
"Rheinmetallis! 
[That so is? HR] 
 
Exakta with seterflex stereo unit; Exakta varex with setereflex viewfinder 
[Stereo means two different pictures, not two different names. HR] 
 
EKAKTA VAREXX II B, EXAKTA VEREX II B 
[Copying, just copying a word of 5 or 6 characters seems to be a mission impossible. HR] 
 

Spiegelreflex Kamera EXA 5000 Rarität!!! 
[Produced between A.D. 19660 and 19690. HR] 
 

Kilfitt (Early ) Makro Leinchtestein  made in Leichtestein 
[Also produced in Liechtenstein. HR] 
 
And last but not least there is a apator set that looks like it is used to secure the camera on a tripod. 
[Apator? Isn’t that a dinosaur? HR] 
 

Exacta Waist Level Prism - as is 
[Sounds like “amen”. But it isn’t. HR] 
 
Fotokamera „Jhargee“ Dresden 
[It looks like the English pronunciation. HR] 
 
EXA/Exakta Camera Accesories in Original BOX --WOW 
You are bidding on large lot acessories 
Products are warranteed acording to the item description. Items found damage because of improper 
handling will not be warrantied. 
[WOW. HR] 
 

Lumumax 
[From competitor Uhaguu. HR] 
 

Dont know much about this...it is a Vintage Thagee camera 
lens...Metal lens is marked "GERMANY"...it has no glass 
[WE know that lenses without glass are extension ring sets. HR] 
 
IHAGEE CASE FOR EXA, LARGE NOISE 
[Never heard (of) this case. HR] 
 


